
Qualification verification is the process we use to confirm that SQA centres comply with the quality assurance criteria
and are assessing their candidates in line with national standards. Guidance for centres relating to the qualification
verification visit can be found at www.sqa.org.uk/qualityassurance.
 

 

 

 

Qualification Verification -
Report

Event ID 99069

Centre Name Oilean (Training And Nurture) Ltd Centre Number 3005178

External Verifier
Name

Bert Lawrie External Verifier
Contact Details

bert.lawrie@sqa-ext.org.uk

Double Banker
Name (if applicable)

Date of Visit 12 Mar 19

Head of Centre
Name

Mr John Cran Head of Centre
Email Address

fidelma@oilean.co.uk

SQA Co-ordinator
Name

Fidelma Muraska Centre Email
Address

fidelma@oilean.co.uk

Verification Group Promoting Positive Behaviour VG Code 543

Verification Block HN

Sites Visited Oilean Training Office

Actual Units Verified
(if different from

allocation)

H1MX 34

Summary of Visit

  Outcome Statement Non-Compliant
Criteria

Resources High Confidence identified in the maintenance of SQA standards within
this Verification Group

 

Candidate Support High Confidence identified in the maintenance of SQA standards within
this Verification Group

 

Internal Assessment
and Verification

High Confidence identified in the maintenance of SQA standards within
this Verification Group

 

Sanctions

Records of Discussions

Discussions with Candidates Yes

if YES, please provide a brief summary of the
discussion:

I telephoned one candidate whose work I had reviewed
and we talked in detail re her experiences with her HNC.
She worked with Homeless people for a number of years
and already has her SVQ level 3. She moved to a
Children’s Hostel as a waking night worker and initially
was a reluctant participant. Now she felt she had grown in
confidence and is making steady progress.
 
She told me she meets her assessor every month but is
also in regular email and telephone contact as she lives a
100 miles away from the centre. She is happy and is
confident she will complete her award and is grateful for
all the help support and encouragement she receives.
 

Discussions with Staff Yes

if YES, please provide a brief summary of the
discussion:

See section below

Discussions with Assessors and/or IV Yes
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if YES, please provide a brief summary of the
discussion:

I met with the Assessor who is also the Centre Contact
and we discussed the outcome of the visit. Plenty of solid
evidence that met the standard. More details are in the
Feedback to Centre Section of this report
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Outcome Summary
2.1 2.4

3.2 3.3

4.2 4.3 4.4 4.6 4.7 4.9
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Resources
  Criteria Impact Compliance Level Comments Agreed Action Good Practice Recommendations

2.1 Assessors and internal
verifiers must be competent
to assess and internally
verify, in line with the
requirements of the
qualification.

High N/A

2.4 There must be evidence of
initial and ongoing reviews
of assessment
environments; equipment;
and reference, learning and
assessment materials.

High Green Since the last Qualification
Visit the centre has updated
Learning and Reference
materials for a number of
units. In discussions he
mentioned information on
Neuro Science and positive
aspects of “sleep” and it’s
affects on young peoples
behaviour.  Any updated
legislation or Scottish
Government guidance is also
added initially as photocopies
for candidate. New materials
are eventually entered into
the Candidate Support Pack

 
 Support packs have been
developed for each HN unit
and the content is discussed
with candidates at each
monthly candidate/ assessor
meeting. 

 
 Site selection forms aren't
completed; instead they use
a “Competent Workplace
Policy” that they use with
sites that serves the same
function
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Candidate Support
  Criteria Impact Compliance Level Comments Agreed Action Good Practice Recommendations

3.2 Candidates' development
needs and prior
achievements (where
appropriate) must be
matched against the
requirements of the award.

Medium Green The HNC is very
individualised as candidates
have extensive workplace
experience and training, are
based across Scotland with
assessor(s) travelling to meet
candidates. Some candidates
are self-funding and others
are nominated by their
employer’s. All are
interviewed to ensure they
are in the right job role to
meet the HN requirements
and assessor also meets up
with the candidate's line
manager to discuss the HNC
and how any emerging
issues would be resolved

3.3 Candidates must have
scheduled contact with their
assessor to review their
progress and to revise their
assessment plans
accordingly.

Medium Green Current assessment
procedure is to meet
candidates every month as
part of a program to complete
the full HNC in a set time and
to set an assessment plan for
the next assignment.

 The candidate confirmed this
arrangement when I
contacted her
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Internal Assessment and Verification
  Criteria Impact Compliance Level Comments Agreed Action Good Practice Recommendations

4.2 Internal assessment and
verification procedures must
be implemented to ensure
standardisation of
assessment.

Medium Green Clear evidence of detailed
feedback from assessor to
candidate and the guidance
was clear when work needed
to be remediated.

 Each Assignment had a
detailed Assessment
Feedback form that provided
a detailed assessor judgment
on each Evidence
Requirement, plus a section
that included arrangements
for any remediation. I looked
at each candidate’s assessor
feedback form and based my
scrutiny on the centre's
procedures and was happy
with the assessor’s judgment.
There were a few candidates
who required some
remediation and I looked at
the first assignmnet then the
final one after remediation
was completed.

 
 The current Internal
Verification sampling
procedure is to sample 25%
of candidate evidence and I
checked the sampled
assignment and agreed with
her conclusions. The verifier
provided detailed written
feedback to the assessor /
candidate.
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4.3 Assessment instruments
and methods and their
selection and use must be
valid, reliable, practicable,
equitable and fair.

High Green It was clear from the
evidence scrutinised and
from the discussion with the
centre contact / assessor that
they are using valid, reliable
and practicable assessment
instrument based on the SQA
guidance.

 
 They provided me with a
copy of their centre-
developed assignment
support materials. The
assignment pack also
included additional guidance
re possible sources of
evidence, examples of
anonymised products that
could be included / other
information they might
include. There was also
guidance re referencing

 

4.4 Assessment evidence must
be the candidate's own
work, generated under
SQA's required conditions.

High Green Plagiarism issues are
discussed at Induction and a
Plagiarism Form signed off
and included by Candidates
with their final HNC
assignment. Oilean Training
delivers the award ion a one
to one basis and the unitsare
very much candidate
focused. The assessor has
real insight into candidates
real work activities and in
discussions with the
assessor he felt they would
quickly recognize and
problems with plagiarism

4.6 Evidence of candidates'
work must be accurately
and consistently judged by
assessors against SQA's
requirements.

High Green There were only four
assignments and I was able
to review two of the six unit
outcomes from each of the
four candidates. I was
satisfied that the work met
the standard, the assessor
feedback and decisions
reached was accurate.

 I was able to look at the
internal verifiers report and
tracked her sampling
decision back to the
candidate’s assignment. The
centre also provided me with
standardisation meetings
information and I am satisfied
that this criterion was met.
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4.7 Candidate evidence must be
retained in line with SQA
requirements.

High Green The current policy is return
candidate’s portfolios soon
after completion. They do
retain copies of Signing off
sheets from candidates who
had completed their HNC
and a few may go on to
complete their SVQ GH60
award and the assignments
are included for the Common
Knowledge requirements.

 In discussion with the centre
contact, electronic records
are retained for three years
then erased as per centre
policy and SQA guidance.

 
 Information is retained on
centre staffs lap-lops and
backed up securely

 

4.9 Feedback from qualification
verifiers must be
disseminated to staff and
used to inform assessment
practice.

Medium Green Centre staff are based in the
same office and
communications / distribution
of SQA information is dealt
with swiftly. I was also able to
review discussions of SQA
communications in the centre
standardisation minutes.
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Summary of Feedback to
Centre

The centre contact also acts as an assessor / verifier for different units in the HNC
programme but is taking a step back as he is nearing retirement.
 
I informed him that the H1MX 34 unit evidence was up to standard and that all work
sampled was of a good standard. There are currently only four candidates and I was
able to sample all outcomes across the four candidates. The current policy is to sample
25% of completed work and I was able to scrutinise the Verification Report, tracking
back the comments in the report to the evidence. Standardisation minutes were clear
and meetings were held regularly.
 
The Assesment Instrument also included unit support materials for the assignment
which was easy to use and follow as was the Candidate Support Pack for the unit. All
materials were up to date.
 

Name of Centre Representative present during feedback

Name Designation

J Cran Centre Co-ordinator /Assessor

Assessors / IV

Name of
Assessor/IV

Assessor/IV Awards/Units
Sampled (eg.

enter the codes
and levels - G123

21

Interviewed on
the visit (Yes/No)

Assessor/Verifier
Qualifications

Achieved if
applicable

Assessor/Verifier
qualifications
being worked
towards with
target dates

J Cran A H1MX 34 Yes F2WH,52WJ,
D94P

F Muraka IV H1MX 34 No D94L, D94P

Evidence Seen I reviewed candidate Assignments, Assessment Instrument / Support Materials,
Assessment and Verification materials

Spontaneous Sample N /A

General Information N / A

Observation of
Assessment Practice

N /A

Previous Recommendations

There were no previous recommendations

Agreed Action Date/Type
Agreed Action Date

Evidence Type
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